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CATS ILLUSTRATED 
Judy is not getting better! 

	 Ever since the incident where Sam chose not to forgive Judy quite 
yet, she has been more depressed than ever. One of the hospital staff caught 
and stopped Judy when she tried to use a breathing tube around her neck. It 
was either from the urge to hurt herself, or possibly suicidal. Max got very 
worried after that, and made sure that himself of one of Judy’s kittens were at 
her side at all times. Judy would not commit suicide on Max’s watch. 


	 Doctors say that Judy’s condition is just getting worse and worse. 
She is getting dehydrated, she is starving - Judy hasn’t had anything to eat in 
4 and a half days, and only had one drink of water yesterday. Today, the 
hospital staff will connect Judy with a feeding tube if she does not eat 
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anything. All cats are feeling horrible - Judy is 
such a good cat, and she doesn’t deserve this. 
Anyone wouldn’t. 


	 As of now, Judy has just been placed on 
a feeding tube that will supply her food and 
water to keep her healthy. She’ll get it in little 
bits, as she’s eaten so little in the past days that 
she might throw it all back up. However, this has 
not been the most concerning thing happening. 
Sam has very recently been moved to a more 
concluded cell, as their other cell’s windows 
have broken eggshells on them and tomatoes 
that cats threw, demanding that Sam help Judy 
by forgiving her. This isn’t the way you should 
ask anyone anything, and Sam is not feeling a 
very strong urge to forgive Judy. 


	 Another close call shook Max and the 
hospital staff up. Judy said that she wanted to 
eat some food by herself, and Max brought in a 
platter of Judy’s favorite food. However, he had 
forgotten about the knife and fork that were on 
the tray. And by the time he realized, it was too 
late. Judy grabbed the knife, and with a cry of despair, plunged it toward her 
chest. One of the hospital staff punched the knife out of Judy’s hands with 
amazing reflexes (even for a cat). Judy started crying again, while Max and 
the hospital staff looked at each other and realized that they’d caused and 

then stopped a suicide. Judy didn’t get to eat 
on her own after that incident, no matter how 
much she begged. 


	 Harvey has come to the hospital, to give 
Judy private therapy. Hazel has come too, in 
disguise and with a voice changer. If Judy 
realized that her own kitten was giving her 
therapy, she’d break. Harvey will start with 
therapy every day, and is postponing his other 
sessions to take care of Judy. Juliet is trying to 

help out by trying to get Judy to come to her house and her backyard arcade, 
and Lunch is sending Judy pumping - up trampoline videos.


	 Subscribe again!
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“I didn’t want to 
say this publicly, 
but Judy is 
running out of 
time.” 

 - ONE OF THE HOSPITAL STAFF, 
WHO JUST SAID THIS PUBLICLY
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